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PRODUCING VISION TO THE HIGHEST DEFINITION

1) True or False? Currently at Cherry Optical, Inc you can order Eyezen+ lenses at the same
price as a regular single vision lens.

2) True or False? Lens power is read in lensometer using the reticle.

3) Which of the following ophthalmic products does the ASTM institute set standards for?

A. ) Industrial safety eyewear
B. ) Over the counter reading glasses
C. ) Sports eyewear
D. ) Dress eyewear

4) True or False? To switch between minus and plus cylinder forms we use transposition.

5) Match the following muscles with the correct description.
A. ) Lateral Rectus ______
B. ) Superior Rectus ______
C. ) Medial Rectus ______
D. ) Inferior Rectus ______
E. ) Inferior Oblique ______
F. )Superior Oblique ______
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1. Eye rolls, looks down and to the side. Attaches under the superior rectus, passes 
through a bony spur known as the Trochlea, and then follows the path of the superior 
rectus. The raised attachment point provides the muscle the ability to give eye rotation.

2. Eye rolls, looks up and to the side. Attaches along the lateral side of the eye and runs 
under the eye passing over the inferior rectus and attaches medially.

3. Rotates eye laterally or out towards the ear. Attaches directly to the side of the eye 
and runs straight back.

4. Eye looks down. Attaches directly to bottom of the eye and runs straight back.
5. Eye looks up. Attaches directly to the top of the eye and runs straight back.
6. Rotates eye medially or in towards the nose. Attaches directly to the side of the eye 

and runs straight back. 




